Dear Parents and carers

9 November 2020

We had a busy week in nursery last week with lots going on. The staff have been offering the
children some amazing learning activities and setting up some great play provocations, which
encourage children to explore and learn at the same time. It has to be said that, throughout the
whole Covid-19 pandemic the children and staff have been unphased by the changes that have
come into place. It’s obviously fantastic to see everything running as ‘normal’ and I personally
cannot commend the staff enough for the dedication, enthusiasm and positivity at these times. Well
done team for keeping things as normal and as fun as possible, you really are all amazing.
Music minors
As you know we love our Music Minor sessions, so we were extremely sad
that we had to cancel Rachel coming into the setting to deliver her fantastic
lessons from last week. At present we are working on a means of Rachel
either delivering the lessons live via the internet or giving us access to
some downlaodable material which we can watch on the big screen in nursery. Thankfully, we have
just purchased lots of instruments for the nursery- so we can use these to fully partake in the
sessions. We know it’s not the same but we can’t be without our weekly Music Minors fix and we’re
sure the children will love it.
Remembrance Day
Normally we would take a group of children down to Madeley Memorial service at the Anstice on
Remembrance Day, but obviously this will not to be the case this year. However, the children have
still be learning about the significance of this day and why we wear Poppies. They loved making
their poppy displays for nursery- they really do brighten the place up.

Covid-19 update
Hopefully, everyone will have received an emailed letter last week explaining the temporary
changes we had to make following a positive case within the nursery. If you didn’t then please
make sure we have an up to date email address so correspondence reaches you in good time. We
apologise for any inconveniences caused but at the same time we hope you appreciate that the
safety measures were put into place both promptly and effectively. We are in this together and
although we feel it’s going to be a bit bumpy over the Winter months, we will do all we can to keep
the nursery open and running as smoothly as possible. Any questions or concerns then please
email the nursery halesfield@telfordnurseries.org

Community Fridge
We are just about managing to keep the Community fridge stocked up. Last week it
was yoghurts, Pakoras and cooking butter this week we have mangos, yoghurts and
bananas. Remember to keep popping in and checking. We don’t want any of the food
to go to waste and want to continue to support the Food Share project- who actually
need our donations more than ever at the moment.

Diary Dates and information
- Link to this week’s menu:
http://telfordnurseries.org/files/Autumn_Term_2020_Week_10_Menu.pdf
Yours sincerely

Helen Childs
Nursery Manager

